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Hail to Zyz-zl-var-i-a! We’re diz-zy with hyster-i-a. You
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dazzle us and you know that we're choo-sy!

You're fussier in area than

You're floozier in area than

fuzzier in area than

fuzzier in area than

fast s a than

This is a music score for the song "Hail to Zyzzlvaria - Setec Astronomy." The score includes parts for MS, A. Sx., Ztr., Synth, and Tuba. The lyrics are not fully visible in the image provided.
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Braz-za-ville or Bul-gar-i-a. We soak in your in-scru-ta-ble ja-cuz-zi.

From
Re-naiss ance to jazz, it's true, you're our Guido of Arezzo. And now we'll razzle dazzle you...
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with a pizzicato intermezzo!

freely

a tempo

ca to in ter mezzo!
When we're frazzled by malaria, our
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\[ \text{tonic's Zyzzlvarya! Zyzzlvarya, Zyzzlvarya!} \]

\[ \text{We love you!} \]